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Development of a preliminarg threedimensional model of the saturated zone at Yucca Molmtain, 
Nevada, the potential location for a high-level nuclear-waste reposit~xy, is presented. The development 

ihmework mod-, (2) fulEg threedm ' ensim unstructured, fkitdement meah generation; and (3) 
ground-water flow, heat, and bnsport simulatox~ The three-drm * ensional hydrogeologic framework 
model is developed using maps, cross sections, and well data that were gridded at an intend of 1500 
meters by 1500 meters with variable depth over the entire model domain. A horizontal gridding 
interval of 500 meteft by 500 meters is used to sample the northeast corner of the model domain that 
includes Yucca Mountain. The framework model provides Merent hydmgeologic units covering an 
imegdarly shaped area of about 8,100 square Irilometers. The ikmework-model data are used to feed 
an automated mesh genenitor, designed to discretize ifiegulsr threedrm * ensionalsolids,andtoa&gn 
material properties h m  the hydrogeologic frameworlr model to the t e b h e d d  elements. The mesh 
generator facilitated the addition of nodes to the fjnite-eiement mesh which correspond to the exact 
thedimensional position ofthe potentiometric surhce based on water-leda from wells, which are 
used for model calibration. Aground-water flow and heat simulator is run with the resulting 
Mte-element mesh, withiu a parameter-e&math program. The application ofthe parameter- 
estimation program is designed to provide optknalvatlles of permeability and specified fluxes over the 
model domain to minimize the residuai between observed and simulated water lev& 

of the model advances the technology of in- (1) complex three-dnn * ensionalhy- 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada is being charactenz ed by the U.S. Department of Energy and its 
contractors as to its suitabilie as a potential site for a repository for high-level nuclear waste. 
Numerical models have been developed as part of this charadenza ' tion of the ground-mter flow 
system in the vicinity of Yucca Molmtain. Personnel &om the U.S. Geological Sunrey and Los Alamos 
National Laboratory have collaborated to develop the aLodeling approach presented in this paper. 

The purposes for devebping this model of the saturated zone of Yucca Mountain and vicinity are 
to: (1) estimate ground-water flow direction and magnitude h m  the design repository area to the 
accessible environment; (2) examine the complex three-dimensional behavior of flow through 
heterogeneous porous and fi.actured media; (3) account for the distribution of ground-water 
temperature; (4) idente  the potential role of faults as barriers or conduits to ground-water flow; (5) 
interface high-resolution hydrogeologic-hework-model data directly into the constmch 'on ofthe 
numerical model of ground-water now, (6) obtain optimal variable d u e s  used m the numerical modei 
through parameter-estimation techniques; and (7) provide a means for subsequent flow, heat, and 
radionuclide-tramport modeling using the calibrated model of the flow system. 
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=paper- the development of a fuug thtee-dun * ensional, Ete-element model of the 
Yucca Mountain saturated-zone flow qstem. The following components are briefly discussed. - (1) 
description of the numerid code of gmund-water flow and heat transpo&, (2) construCtion of a three- 
dimensional hydrogeologic fi.amework model and its in- with a fuus three-dimensional Gnite- 
element mea and (3) interfacing the finite-element numerical model with a parameter estimation 
routine. 

CONCEEKJ.. MODEL 

The domain selected for the model was Grst identified by Czarnecki and Wilson (1991). Model 
boundaries (fig. 1) do not coincide everywhere with ground-water divides; consequent.&, at certain 
locations lateral flow across the study-area boundary is expeebd Within the model area, water in 
alluvium, volcanic, and carbonate rocks generally flows from north to south Hydraulic head ranges 
&om more than lJ00 m above sealevel north ofyucca Mountain to about 600 m above sealevel at 
the southern end ofthe study areaat Franklin- PlaJra, caiifornia (fig. 2). Hydraulic head is 
affectedplimadybythe: (1) distributr<m - of hydrogeologic units, (2) geologic structure; (3) intemky 
and distribution of -, and (4) -to recharge and discharge areas. 

Recharge within the study area is assumed to be from the following sources: (1) downward and 
possible lateral recharge from episdc flooding of Fortymile Wash; (2) tbroughflow from Pahute and 
Rainier Mesas, which causes recharge aiong the northern border of the study (3) thnnr&haow to 
the northwestem part of the AmargosaDesert; and (4) minor recharge fiom episoclic ffoodingofthe 
AmargasaR,iver cbannel. Because of the present arid setting ofthe study area, in whichprecipitatb 
ranges from about 100 to 200 mm&r, only minor recharge is assumedto occur elsewhere in the study 
area. 

Horizontal hydraulic gradients derived from the potentiometric surhce range f h m  about 0.0001 
d- * tfromYuccaMauntrun to about 0.15 north and east of the design repositOrg area (fig.2). 
WaterlevelsUSedinconstructrng e the potentiometric s u r k e  of'ten represent a composite hydrdic 
head, derivedhmseveralhyQogeoiogic units Depthsto water range -about3 mbeneath 
Franglin Lalre playa to about 750 m beneath Y m  MOttntain. Downgradten - tfromYucoaMormtsin,in 
the Amargo8a Desert, the potentiometric su rke  dopes gently toward the south (fig. 2). The 
potentiometric surfaee steepens at the Nevada-california State line (fig. 2), but flattem toward 
Agnklin Lake p h .  and continues to slope slightly along the axis of the Amargosa River toward the 
south of l?mnklm . Lakeplaya Verticallyupwardhydraulicgradientsareasmuchas1.6,and 
puad-water dkharge byway of evapotrampkation at Franglin Lake pla.. ranges *about 1 to 3 
Ilomjd throughout the year (Czarnecki, 1990). 

The cause and nature of the large hydrauk gradient (fig. 2) near YuccaMountain are not known, 
although several explanations (Czarnecki and Waddell, 1984, Czamecki and others, 1994; Fridrich and 

fault gouge or that juxtapose others, 1994) have been proposed: (1) M t s  that contain non- 
tuBF; (2) the presence of a different type oflithologp that is ttansmissive tuff against non- 

less subject to fract-, (3) a change in the direction of the regional stress field and a resultant 
cbange in the intensiq, intemnnectedness, and orientation of open fractures on either side of the area 
with the large hydraulic gradient; (4) an apparent large gradient resulting &om a disconnected, perched 
or semi-perched water 
into a deeper regionai carbonate aquifer. The gentle dope of the potentiometric surfkce 20 Ism 
downgradient from Yucca Mountah (fig. 2) is likely due to the presence of a tranarmssm * 'eaqtliferof 
Tertiary(?) carbonate rock (Swadley and Carr, 1987). 

. .  . .  

or (5) a highly permeable buried fault that drains water h m  tuff units 

Potentiometric and temperature data from deep holes drilled in the southentral Amenpa 
Desert indicate a potential upward component of ground-water flow (hydraulic gradients of L7.02) from 
depths as great as 600 m (Czarnecki, 1987). Upward flow is indicated by convex-upward pX'Ofh of 
ground-water temperature plotted as a fimction of d e p a  upward-ffowing warm water causes a 
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temperature at a specific depth that is higher than that expected for a linear geothermal gradient. 
I 

Potentiometric data also indicate that a ground-water divide probably exists in the Greenwater 
Range, between the Amargosa Desert and Death Valley, California Hydraulic head beneath the 
Greenwater Range is as much as 875 m above sea level; whereas, hydraulic head in the Amargosa 
Desert is about 620 m above sea level, and is below sea level in Death Valley. 

DESCRWTION OF NL7;M[EBTcAL CODE 

The FEXiMN Wte ament &?at _Mass and Euclide) computer code is used to simulate flow and 
transport through both the unsaturated and saturated zones. FEHMN is a norisothermal, multiphase 
flow and transport code. It simulates the flow of water and air, and the transport of heat and 
amtambmts,in 2-and3-Dsaturatedorpartiallysaturated,heterogeneous~media Thecode 
includes comprehensive reactive geochemistry and transport modules and a particle tracging a@ility. 
Fhctmed media can be simulated usingan equivalent continuum, discrete fracture, dualporositgor 
dual permeabiliw approach. The basic consemation equations, constitUtme relations and numerical 
methods are described in Zgwloski and Dash (1990), Zyvoloski and others (1991), Reeves (1994), and 
Zyvoloski and others (1995a,b). 

I 

I 
FEHMNsohresthreeconservatr 'on equations: conservatt 'on of total fluid mass (ab and water), 

conservation of air, and co~lservation of solute (contaminant). The mass of the solute is assumed to be 
d enoughnot to affect the total fluid mass balance. When enexgytransport mechanisms are 

of 
energy. 
considered,suchasevaporatme pmcesws, afotath consemation equation is necessargr 

EEHMN quires iafonnation about air and water properties (and their d m )  as fimcthw 
of tempemtare 0 and pressure (PI. Rational function approgmats * 

variables m FEHMN, where the rational functions are a ratio of polynomials. For water, polynomial 
coefficients .-re obtained by fitting data &om the National Bureau of StadamWNuclear Regulators 
Commission Steam Tables (Him and others, 1984). The density of air is assumed to obey the ideal gas 
law. 

'onsareusedtoestimate these 

FEHMN ais0 requires information about the relation between relative permeabilities, capiuary 
pressures and air-water saturations. Several well h o w n  fhctions (for example, Broogs-Coreg; van 
Genuchten) are available to the user. This capability is important because the current domain for this 
application of FEHMN extends from land rmrface dawn to the saturated zone. ' I 

F'EHMN uses a finite-elementlfinite-volume method to discretize the conservation equations to be 
solved. Newton-Raphson iteration is applied to the fulls coupled system of equations. This system of 
equations is solved with multi-degree of freedom preconditioned conjugate gradient methods, using 
generalized minimum residual (GMRES) acceleration techniques. 

INTEGRATION OF 3-D HyDBOGE0Ix)GIC FBAMEwoBgMODEL 

To examine the complex 3-D behavior of flow through heterogeneous porous and fractured media, 
a detailed model of the hydrogeologic framework was developed. Development of a 3-D hydmgeologic 
framework model begins with the assembly of primary data: digital elevation models 0, geologic 

I 
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maps and secticyns, and lithologic logs. Each of these ,primary data can be manipulated by standard 
Geographic Information Systems (GIs); however the merging of these diverse data types to form a 
single coherent 3-D digital model requires more specialized GeodentSe Information System (MIS) 
software. 

Comtruction of a 3-D frameworg model involves four steps: (1) DEM data are combmed with 
geologic maps to provide a series of pomts locating adaces of individual geologic units; (2) geologic 
sections and lithologic logs are used to provide iacations of geologic units in the -, (3) 
interpolation of both surhce and subsdice positions for each geologic unit is done with sophisticates 
gridding and Contouring software which incorporate unit offsets across faults; (4) a geologic framewok 
model is developed when individual marfaces are combined, utilizing appropriate stratigraphic prjnciples 
to control their sequence and lateral extent. 

The hydrogeologic framework model bitially was developed for the area bounded by latitude 35'N 
and 3 P N  and longitude 115'W and llS'W, that encompasses the Death Valley regional gsound- 
water flow system. The regional model represents appro- 100,000 km2 and extends to depths 
of 10 km. The areahas asemiarid to arid climate andis locatedwithin the southern Great Basin, a 
subprovime of the Basin and Range phssiographic province. E l d o n s  range fnnn about -90 m to 
+3600 m; thus the region includes a diversity of climate regimes and associated ground-water recharge 
and didmrge con&tions. Additional subdivision of hydrogeologic units was done on an area bounded 
by latitude 36'N and 37'15'N and longitude 116'W and 117'W resulting m the iden-on of 16 
hydrogeologic units. This refined framework will be used in the flow model that only covers 3,100 km2. 

The geology used in the frameworgmodel is typical of the Basin and-, that is, a d e @  of 
intNsiveandexfmsNe - igneoussedimMtarg , andmetamorphic rocks that were subjectedto severat 
episodes of compressional and extensional deformation. The present-day t o m  relief resulted m 
large part f h n  Latd'Rnozoic tectonism. 

For the purposes of ground-water flow modeling, the hsdmgeologic frameworg model 0 can 
be used to d d o p  appropriate permeatdityvahtes derivedfromhydradk con-. Bedhger and 
others (1984) dedoped a series of curves dehing the distribution ofhydraulic mductmQ farsome 
ofthe - . upitscoptaiped~theHFM. These- 'tyvalueslikelyare 
affected by depth and by the degree and type of Mting. The 3-D HFM contains attributes defining 
the hydrogeologic unit, depth, and faulting conditions for each cell. A set of rules were developed to 
reclassifg the HEW to include hydraulic conductmitg based on these attributes @aunt, 1994, pp. 142- 
143). T h q  by aasesSing the effect of each of these attributes, appropriate hydraulic-eondudvity 
values canbe derivedfor eachcell. 

After comtmctmg . a 3-D HFM, an automated finiteelement mesh-generation computer program, 
GEOMESH (Gable and others, 1993, is used to construct a computational grid of tetrahedral elements 
in three dimensioas. There are three basic criteria to ensure grid integrity and quality m translatjng 
from an HFM to a tlrdx+element grid. First, the fjnal grid must preserve the geometry of the HFM 
input. W material interfaces, layer 
preserved. Although this is a straight-foxward process, it does not ensure grid quality. Second, grid 
quality is ensured by always producing a Delaunay grid (Gable and others, 1995), which has desirable 
qualities when implementing Mte-element equation solvers. In two dimensions, a Delaunay 
triangulation of a point set produces a grid where the cimmsmibed circle of every triangle will not 
have any points in its interior. The third criteria is that the geometric coupling c0efEcienn.S of the 
finite-element mesh are all positive and form a semi-positive d u e n t  matrix mease and Dean, 
1990). 

'om, external boundaries and model geometry must be 
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The datashvcture of an HF'M has anumber of features that must be dealt with to produce a 
computationai grid. The HFlM is an ordered army of hexahedral (8 node, 6 face) elements, whose 
array of IxJxK elements has (I+ l)x(J+ l)x(K+ 1) nodes. However, a large number of these elements 
may have to be eliminated. The reason for this is that ifa hydrogeologic layer pinches out to zero 
thickness, the HF'M does not eliminate the laper from the data structure, it &ply continues the layer 
with zero thickness. This can produce zero-volume elements that must be removed. Also, because the 
HFM representation must have a rectanguiar shape in map view, irregular areas are modeled by 
a s d g r h g  null values to cells outside the area of interest. These null elements must also be e l b h a t d  
When this process is hished the model is an unstructured, hexahedral, Mite-element representation 
of the hydrogeologic model. 

Hexahedral elements are then converted to tetrahedd elements. Each hexahedra can be broken 
into h, six or twenty-fm tetrahedra, the later being used for this model. Deiaunay criteria are 
enforced without allowing any connections to cross matmial interhces by adding nodes on in- 
when a connection crosses an interfke, thereby increasing the number of nodes and dements. The 
fiaal step is to ensure that there are no negative-coupljngcoeBaen * ts. Tbisisdonebycalculatingthe 
areavectorsaasoclated - with all elements, and if any are negative, the element is divided until the 
coupling coeffiuen tsarepositive. Thisstepalsoaddsnodesandelementstothemesh. 

F'urther -t of the final mesh is a h  possible, hcreased resolution may be required m 
some parts ofthe model. This is done with the grid r e h e m a t  utilities of GEOMESH. Meshes 
cafiesponding to different areas can be joined tagether using mesh merging utilities, wbich allows a 
large model to becanstntctedh derandsimplerpieces.  

MODEL CAIlIBBATION 

Several steps remain in achievingamodel caiibrated against field obserrraticws (such as water 
lev& permeability measurements, and flux measurements). The first step is the co~struch 'on ofa 
new 3D finite-element mesh of the study area usjng the add-mesh capgbilities of GEOMESH. The new 
mesh willbe based on an= samphgofthe entire model area at a d  spacing of 1500 meters. An 
outer band of elements surmuhg ' the lateral edges of the model domainmight be added to 
accommodate the spedication of fluxes that will be extracted h m  alarger hitedBerence model of 
the regional ground-water flow system. This outer band of elements will correspond exactly to the top 
two layers of the regional finitte-difference model to facilitate the specifhtion of fluxes 

In the northeastern segment of the model domain, which includes all of Yucca Mountain, a 
seprate mesh will be constmcted on the basis of an HFM sampling at a d  spacing of 500 meters. 
This separate finer mesh will be added to the coarser mesh using the add-mesh capability of 
GEOMESH. Additional nodes corresponding to water levels in wells m three-dimensicmal space wiU be 
added to this combined mesh, providing points for water-level calibration. 

General flux boundary conditions will be derived fiom the regional finite-difference model and 
assigned to the appropriate nodes of the 3D fmite-element mesh. In addition, recharge fluxes will be 
specified along Fortymjle Wash, Amargosa River, and an unnamed wash in Crater Flat, and discharge 
fluxes will be specified dong Carson Slough and Friddin Lake playa Areal recbarge and dkharge 
elsewhere in the model domain is considered minor. This forward-model codigmation will be used to 
obtain a steady-state model run of the flow system. 

The codigumtion of the forward FEHMN model will be modified to provide input to a model- 
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independent parameter estimation routine, PEST3 (Watermark Computing, 1994). The routine will be 
used to optimize permeabiity values using observations of water levels. Because F'EHlUN simulates 
pressures and saturations, water levels at the observation nodes (which were added to the fhite- 
element mesh) wiu be identified as having apressure head of0.0 anda satumtz 'on of 1.0, thus 
E n o v i d I n g t W O O ~  at eachnode against which PEST may calibrate the model permeabilitg 
Vaiues. If10wm- . between permeability parameter zones and fluxes can be achieved, PEST 

hydrauk testingin the study area wiUbe used to constrain optimized model values. 
will be used to optimize both permeability values and fluxes. Some permeability estimates from 

FEHMN was swcedUy coupled with PEST and used m triaf parameter -on runs. PEST 
returned flux and permeability estimates within 2 percent of those specified for a previous steady-state 
simulation, usingody seven pressure observati.ons located at the 
comprised of 1331 nodes. 

of 8 Simple cubic domain 

E3tmwmY 

This paper presents the development of a p r e k n h q  threedm ' ensional model of the ground- 
water flow sgatem at Yucca Mountain, Nevada The model required inkrfhcbg of the following 
lmces-: (1) ~rnplex three-dun * enskmal hydrogeologic fhmework mod-, (2) fults 
thredimensional, Gnite-element mesh generation; and (3) grolmd-water flow, heat, and 
twnsport- * n. The frameworg-model data were used to feed an automated mesh generator 
(GEOMESH), designed to discrethe irregular three-dnnensl 'Onal solids, and to assign material 
properties fhm the hydrogeologic €iamework model to the tetrahedral elements. GEOMESH 
facilitatedthe additionof nodes correspondingto the exact threedm * ensionalpositianofthe 
potentiometric surfhce based on water-levels fiom wells, which are used for modelcaIibration. Afinite- 
element ground-water flow and heat sim- CFEHMN) was run with the resultiug 3D kiteelement 
mesh, within a parameteretimation program (PEST). The PEST program was applied to provide 
optimal d u e s  of perm- and spedied fluxes aver the model domain to minimize the residual 
between observed and simulated water levels. Application of the caiibratedmodel could be extended to 
deradionuclidetmnqortusingusing. 
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